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Colorfulness and saturation have been neglected in
research on color appearance and color naming.
Perceptual particularities, such as cross-cultural stability,
‘‘focality,’’ ‘‘uniqueness,’’ ‘‘salience,’’ and ‘‘prominence’’
have been observed for red, yellow, green, and blue
when those colors were more saturated than other
colors in the stimulus samples. The present study tests
whether high saturation is a characteristic property of
red, yellow, green, and blue, which would explain the
above observations. First, we carefully determined the
category prototypes and unique hues for red, yellow,
green, and blue. Using different approaches in two
experiments, we assessed discriminable saturation as
the number of just noticeable differences away from the
adaptation point (i.e., neutral gray). Results show that
some hues can reach much higher levels of maximal
saturation than others. However, typical and unique red,
yellow, green, and blue are not particularly colorful.
Many other intermediate colors have a larger range of
discriminable saturation than these colors. These
findings suggest that prior claims of perceptual salience
of category prototypes and unique hues actually reflect
biases in stimulus sets rather than perceptual properties.
Additional analyses show that consistent prototype
choices across fundamentally different languages are
strongly related to the variation of discriminable
saturation in the stimulus sets. Our findings also
undermine the idea that every color can be produced by
a mixture of unique hues. Finally, the measurements in
this study provide a large amount of data on saturation
across hues, which allows for reevaluating existing
estimates of saturation in future studies.

Introduction

Colorfulness might provide the missing link between
color perception, color appearance, and color naming,

a central topic in color science and in research on the
relationship between perception and language (for
review, see Lindsey & Brown, 2019; Siuda-Krzywicka,
Boros, Bartolomeo, & Witzel, 2019; Witzel, 2018a;
Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2018b). Colorfulness is the
attribute of a perceived color according to which the
color appears to be more or less chromatic. In other
words, it refers to the difference of a color from
achromatic colors, such as black, white, and gray. A
more precise distinction may be made between color-
fulness, chroma, and saturation depending on whether
colorfulness is assessed relative to the brightness of the
adapting white point (chroma) or relative to the
brightness of the chromatic stimulus itself (saturation)
(Fairchild, 2005, p. 87ff).

Background

Colorfulness plays a major, yet widely neglected role
in the investigation of color naming and color
appearance (for review, see Witzel, 2018b). In color
naming, the multitude of perceivable colors are
grouped into color categories by a few basic color
terms. For example, English color terms define three
achromatic (black, gray, and white) and eight chromatic
categories (pink, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple,
and brown). Each category contains a prototype, i.e.,
the most typical color of the category, for example the
red that is redder than any other red.

Color appearance refers to how colors subjectively
appear to the observer. It has been suggested that the
appearance of any color is a combination of unique hues
(for review, see, e.g., Abramov & Gordon, 1994;
Valberg, 2001). Apart from black and white, these
unique hues correspond to pure red, yellow, green, and
blue, for which ‘‘pure’’ means that the hue does not
contain any of the other hues. For example, unique red
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is neither yellowish nor bluish (nor whitish or blackish).
The idea of unique hues follows Hering’s (1878/1964)
idea of primary colors (or Urfarben). According to this
idea all colors are defined by two chromatic opponent
color pairs (unique yellow and blue and unique red and
green) and one achromatic color pair (black and white).

A large range of studies suggests that unique hues
and the prototypes of the English categories red,
yellow, green and blue have particular perceptual
properties. Several studies found statistical regularities
in color naming and categorization across fundamen-
tally different languages and cultures (Berlin & Kay,
1969; Gibson et al., 2017; Kay & Regier, 2003; Lindsey
& Brown, 2006, 2009; Lindsey, Brown, Brainard, &
Apicella, 2015). The prototypes of the English color
categories are particularly stable across languages
(Berlin & Kay, 1969; Regier, Kay, & Cook, 2005;
Webster et al., 2002). It has also been shown that those
prototypes are easier to name and memorize even
across cultures with different languages. To explain the
particular role of English prototypes it has been
suggested that the prototypes of the English color
categories are particularly ‘‘salient’’ and ‘‘linguistically
codable’’ (Bolton, 1978; Boynton & Olson, 1990;
Brown & Lenneberg, 1954; Hays, Margolis, Naroll, &
Perkins, 1972; Rosch Heider, 1972; Sturges & Whit-
field, 1997; Witkowski & Brown, 1982). Under the
assumption that English category prototypes have a
particular property due to which they correspond to the
‘‘focus’’ of universal color categories independent of
language they were termed focal colors (Berlin & Kay,
1969; Rosch Heider, 1972; for review, see Witzel,
2018a, 2018b).

Regier, Kay, and Khetarpal (2007) showed that the
different categories of a wide range of languages were
distributed so that the color chips within the respective
categories tended to be more similar than those across
categories. The authors argued that the high similarity
around the category centers showed that focal colors
are perceptually salient (in a broad sense) and that
categories developed around these perceptually salient
colors. Another study found that unique hues are
perceptually prominent (Kuehni, Shamey, Mathews, &
Keene, 2010). Based on observers’ judgments about
color similarity, the study provided evidence that
unique hues subjectively appear more different from
one another than intermediate hues. This observation
suggests that unique hues ‘‘stick out’’ in color
appearance and, hence, are perceptually prominent.
Studies using a technique called partial hue matching
found that intermediate hues subjectively appear to be
similar to both adjacent unique hues although unique
hues appear to be completely different from one
another (Logvinenko, 2012; Logvinenko & Beattie,
2011). Finally, several studies provided evidence that
both category prototypes and unique hues correspond

to surfaces that reflect light in a way that is particularly
predictable (singular) across illuminations (Philipona &
O’Regan, 2006; Vazquez-Corral, O’Regan, Vanrell, &
Finlayson, 2012).

All the above findings suggest that focal colors may
act as perceptual anchors, i.e., points of reference in
color space that are stable across observers and
illuminations and around which color appearance and
color categorization are organized (Witzel, Cinotti, &
O’Regan, 2015; Witzel, Maule, & Franklin, 2013). At
the same time, all those studies used maximally
saturated Munsell chips. In this set of Munsell chips,
saturation strongly varies across hue and lightness
because maximum Munsell chroma is not constant
across hue and lightness. The Munsell color system
provides particularly high degrees of Munsell chroma
at and close to typical red, yellow, green, and blue
(Boynton, MacLaury, & Uchikawa, 1989; Collier,
1973; Collier et al., 1976; Jameson & D’Andrade,
1997). As a result, the set of maximally saturated
Munsell chips tends to have local peaks of saturation at
or close to typical and unique red, yellow, green, and
blue (cf. figure 4a–b in Witzel et al., 2015; figure 1 in
Witzel, 2018b). The peaks of saturation around typical
chips provide four alternative explanations for the
findings in support of their perceptual salience.

First of all, saturation and lightness determine visual
salience when the background is gray because visual
salience is defined as the contrast of a color to its
background (Itti, 2007). If the purest, most typical red,
yellow, green, and blue were particularly colorful they
would ‘‘jump out to the eye’’ (Witzel, 2018b). Visual
salience might be the reason why observers strongly
respond to those colors independent of culture and
language.

Second, color categorization depends on saturation
(Witzel, 2018b). Color naming is less consistent for
desaturated than for highly saturated or achromatic
colors, and observers almost never choose a desatu-
rated color as a category prototype (e.g., figure 8 in
Olkkonen, Witzel, Hansen, & Gegenfurtner, 2010). As
a result, there is a correlation between category
consistency and Munsell chroma (figure 2 in Witzel,
2018b). Observers tend to choose more saturated colors
as category prototypes and unique hues (Witzel, 2019).
The variation of saturation in the set of maximally
saturated Munsell chips is correlated with the cross-
cultural prototype choices (figure 5c in Witzel et al.,
2015) and with categorization in nonindustrialized,
remote cultures (Lindsey, Brown, Brainard, & Apicella,
2016; Witzel, 2016). Hence, the peaks of saturation
around typical and unique red, yellow, green, and blue
in this stimulus set may explain the observed regular-
ities in categorization across different languages.

Third, if prototypes and unique hues are more
saturated than intermediate hues, they are further away
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from the white point. As a logical necessity, distances
between points increase when increasing their distance
to the origin (cf. Witzel, 2018b, p. 50). For this reason,
the saturated colors identified as prototypes and unique
hues must have higher distances to one another than
intermediate hues (Kay & Regier, 2007; Kuehni et al.,
2010; Logvinenko, 2012; Logvinenko & Beattie, 2011).

Finally, the sensory singularity of prototypes and
unique hues completely disappears when using more
uniformly saturated instead of maximally saturated
Munsell chips (Witzel et al., 2015).

Taken together, peaks in saturation around typical
red, yellow, green, and blue are likely to be the origin of
the particular characteristics found for category pro-
totypes and unique hues. However, these peaks were
due to sampling stimuli from the set of maximally
saturated Munsell chips. The limits of maximal
saturation in the Munsell system are at least partially
due to pigments and do not necessarily reflect
properties of the perceptual system (Pastilha, Linhares,
Rodrigues, & Nascimento, 2019; cf. figure 4 in Witzel,
2018b). Hence, it is not clear whether focal colors are
actually more saturated than any other colors. The
particularities found for typical and unique red, yellow,
green, and blue might well be an artifact of the
particular stimulus choice.

Objective

The present study investigates whether the hues that
correspond to typical and unique red, yellow, green,
and blue have higher levels of colorfulness than
intermediate colors. For this purpose, we compared the
maximum colorfulness across hues at the visible gamut.
The visible gamut is the limit of (visible) chromaticities
and corresponds to the chromaticities of spectral
colors. For the comparison across hues, we fixed
lightness at the lightness typical for red, yellow, green,
and blue, respectively. Note that the differences
between chroma and saturation are unimportant for
this study because comparisons were done at equal
lightness for each hue range.

However, colorfulness is difficult to measure since
there are no metrics that allow for reliable quantifica-
tion. Chroma (and saturation) can be roughly ap-
proximated by the radius (and radius divided by
lightness) in color appearance models, such as CIE-
LUV, CIELAB, CIECAM02, and in the Munsell
system (for review, see, e.g., Fairchild, 2005, pp. 189–
190). Each of these models gives quite different
predictions of chroma across hues, and comparisons
across hues and lightness may be strongly affected by
the inhomogeneity of these color spaces (Schiller &
Gegenfurtner, 2016; Schiller, Valsecchi, & Gegenfurt-
ner, 2018).

To assess maximum perceivable saturation, we
determined how many different levels of saturation an
observer is able to perceive between achromatic gray
and the saturation at the visible gamut. Following the
idea of Fechnerian discrimination scaling (e.g., Dzha-
farov & Colonius, 2011; Irtel, 2014), we quantified
‘‘levels of saturation’’ through discrimination thresh-
olds for differences in saturation. For this, we measured
just noticeable differences (JNDs) of CIELUV satura-
tion, which is a function of colorimetric purity. A JND
is the minimum difference between two levels of
saturation that an observer is just able to see. To
estimate the saturation of a given color, we counted
how many JNDs fit between that color and the neutral
chromaticity to which the observer is adapted (i.e.,
gray). We call this measure of saturation discriminable
saturation because it is based on discriminability (e.g.,
Dzhafarov & Colonius, 2011; Irtel, 2014). Note that the
number of JNDs is independent of the color space in
which JNDs are measured. We counted the number of
JNDs between adapting gray and the visible gamut to
estimate the maximum perceivable saturation in terms
of discriminable saturation. We call this maximum
discriminable saturation visible saturation.

The JNDs also allow us to assess the sensitivity to
saturation. It has been shown that JNDs are linearly
related to the saturation (radius) of the cone-opponent
channels in DKL-space (Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner,
1992). A linear relationship allows for calculating
Weber fractions as a measure of sensitivity that is
independent of axis scaling. We tested whether the
sensitivity to saturation and the visible saturation was
higher for category prototypes and unique hues than
for nontypical and intermediate colors.

The investigation of discriminable saturation and of
the sensitivity to saturation complements our investi-
gations of subjective saturation in a companion study
(Witzel & Franklin, 2014). Although discriminable
saturation assesses how many steps of saturation can be
discriminated, subjective saturation describes how
saturated a color subjectively appears to an observer.
Witzel and Franklin (2014) had measured subjective
saturation through saturation matches across hue and
tested whether subjective saturation was related to
unique hues and category membership. The extensive
data on discriminable saturation from the present study
also allows for re-evaluating how subjective saturation
relates to discriminable saturation, i.e., whether colors
of equal subjective saturation imply equal levels of
discriminable saturation or whether these two measures
of saturation dissociate.

We first determined typical lightness and hue in
preliminary measurements, which were needed for the
subsequent measurements of saturation. Typical light-
ness and typical hue are the lightness and hue of a
category prototype. Second, we measured JNDs of
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saturation differences at different levels of saturation
across the monitor gamut (Experiment 1). These
measurements involved a high range of saturation
levels across the monitor gamut and allowed for
extrapolating JNDs toward the visible gamut. We then
compared sensitivity and visible saturation between
typical and nontypical hues. These measurements
complete the preliminary results of a conference paper
(Witzel et al., 2013). Finally, we measured sensitivity
and visible saturation for a larger range of hues in order
to inspect the local variation of saturation across hues
after accounting for global trends across hue (Exper-
iment 2). In addition to the supplementary material,
data and code are available on https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3566505.

Lightness and hue

These preliminary measurements were aimed at
determining the typical lightness and the typical and
unique hue for red, yellow, green, and blue. The
perception of a hue may change with saturation due to
the Abney effect (Burns, Elsner, Pokorny, & Smith,

1984; Mizokami, Werner, Crognale, & Webster, 2006;
O’Neil et al., 2012). For this reason, we examined
whether unique hues systematically change across
different levels of saturation. We also tested whether
there is a difference between unique hues and the
typical hues of red, yellow, green, and blue.

Method

We first measured the typical lightness of each
category prototype. Using the results of those mea-
surements, we then determined typical and unique hues
at the respective lightness levels. We measured typical
hues along an isoluminant hue circle in CIELUV and
unique hues along three hue circles with different
CIELUV chroma. To reach high levels of saturation
within the monitor gamut, we also determined unique
hues in sections of highly saturated hue circles that
were within the gamut in the region around the targeted
unique hues but crossed the gamut for other unique
hues. We call these latter ‘‘supersaturated’’ measure-
ments. We established category boundaries through
color naming. Tables 1 and 2 provide overviews of the
different kinds of typical and unique hue measure-
ments.

Participants

Six observers (three women; four British, one
German, one Chinese; mean age 24.4 years, SD¼ 6.1
years) took part in the measurements of typical
lightness. Overall, 44 observers (30 women, age: 25.4 6
6.4 years) participated in the measurements of category
boundaries and typical and unique hues. Details on
sample sizes of each condition may be found in Table 2
(column ‘‘N’’). In addition, N ¼ 5 observers adjusted
prototypes and unique hues at ‘‘extra dark’’ lightness.
All observers except the first author (cw) were naı̈ve as

Purpose L* Y (cd/m2) Max chroma WP

Lightness 20–94 1.5–42.6 15–50 C

Yellow 76 24.9 50 C

Blue 60 14.1 55 C

Red & green 50 9.2 50 E

Extra dark 38 5.0 34 C

Table 1. Color specifications. Notes: Purpose ¼ the aim of the
measurements; L*¼ CIELUV lightness; Y¼ luminance in candela
per square meter; max chroma ¼maximum CIELUV chroma
achievable within monitor gamut; WP ¼ white point; C ¼
illuminant C with xyY ¼ [0.3101, 0.3162, 50)]; E ¼ illuminant E
with xyY ¼ [0.3333, 0.3333, 50]. Background lightness was
always L* ¼ 70 (20.4 cd/m2).

Task

Red (L* ¼ 50) Yellow (L* ¼ 76) Green (L* ¼ 50) Blue (L* ¼ 60)

rad azi limits adj azi N rad azi limits adj azi N rad azi limits adj azi N rad azi limits adj azi N

Naming 50 - - 17 50 - - 17 50 - - 17 55 - - 10

Typical 50 - 17.5 10 50 - 77.8 20 50 - 130.6 12 55 - 227.3 8

Unique 30 - 9.4 30 - 79.4 30 - 136.3 35 - 219.2

40 - 6.0 19 40 - 79.6 18 40 - 136.8 19 45 - 228.4 17

50 - 9.2 50 - 83.1 50* - 140.6 55* - 228.8

Super 67 319–41 9.6 16 89* 49–107 78.2 16 50* 67–213 133.8 16 55* 169–263 221.2 16

97 346–24 11.8 89* 49–107 77.2 55 110–170 136.9 64 220–254 227.6

Combined 9.5 24 78.6 33 135.4 24 225.0 20

Table 2. Typical and unique hue measurements. Notes: Typical ¼ adjustments of prototypes; unique¼ adjustments of unique hues;
super¼ adjustments of unique hues at high saturation. ‘‘Rad’’ radius (chroma), ‘‘azi’’ azimuth (hue) in degree; ‘‘azi limits’’ limits of
interval within which azimuth could be adjusted; ‘‘–’’ no limits, adjustments along 3608; ‘‘adj azi’’ adjusted azimuth, ‘‘N’’ number of
participants. Measurements with * are pooled in Figure 3. ‘‘Combined’’ pools the data of all three kinds of measurements.
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to the purpose of the experiment and were paid for
participation. None of the observers was red–green
color deficient as verified through Ishihara plates
(Ishihara, 2004). Ethics approval was granted by the
life sciences and psychology cluster based ethics
committee at the University of Sussex.

Apparatus

Stimuli were displayed on a Mitsubishi Diamond
Pro 2070SB CRT monitor driven by a NVIDIA
graphics card (NVIDIA Corporation, Santa Clara,
CA) with a color resolution of eight bits per channel
and a spatial resolution of 1,600 3 1,200 pixels. The
refresh-rate was 80 Hz, and the CIE1931 chromaticity
coordinates and luminance of the monitor primaries
were R¼ (0.626, 0.337, 13.01), G¼ (0.283, 0.612, 47.8),
and B¼ (0.151, 0.071, 8.0). Gamma corrections without
bit loss were applied based on the measured gamma
curves of the monitor primaries. Observers used a chin
rest to control a viewing distance of 80 cm to the screen.
Experiments were conducted in a black room (black
painted, windowless, all potential light sources cov-
ered), and observers looked through a black viewing
tunnel in order to guarantee that they adapted to the
background of the computer screen only. Initial
adaptation was accomplished by presenting instruc-
tions and initial practice trials on the gray screen in all
tasks. A separate number pad was used to register
responses. The apparatus was the same in all experi-
ments of this study.

Stimuli

In all tasks, colors were presented as colored disks of
3.28 visual angle. At each lightness level, test colors
were sampled along an isoluminant hue circle in
CIELUV space (cf. Supplementary Figure S1). A
CIELUV hue circle has the advantage that it roughly
controls perceived color distances (cf. figure 1a in
Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2018a; for review, see Fair-
child, 2005).

The adapting white point was defined as standard
illuminant C (x ¼ 0.3101, y¼ 0.3162) of 50cd/m2. The
gray background had the chromaticities of the white
point but was set to L*¼ 70 (Y ¼ 20.4cd/m2) to allow
for displaying colors lighter than the background. The
chromaticities of standard illuminant E (x¼ 0.3333, y¼
0.3333) were used for measurements of dark colors at
L*¼ 50. This was done to better exploit the monitor
gamut at this lightness and made it possible to sample
hues at a radius of 50 at L*¼ 50 (instead of only 45
with illuminant C). Table 1 provides an overview of
these settings.
Lightness measurements: Saturation necessarily changes
across lightness, converging towards zero when ap-

proaching black and white (i.e., maximum lightness).
For this reason, saturation could not be completely
controlled across lightness levels. We fixed CIELUV
chroma at a radius of 50 for lightness levels at which
such a radius existed within the monitor gamut that is
for L*¼ [56, 82]. For all other lightness levels, the
CIELUV radius was defined by a circle that was
tangential with the monitor gamut. Hence, at low and
high lightness, a change of lightness implied a change of
saturation. We limited lightness adjustments to a
minimum of L*¼ 20 and a maximum of L*¼ 94 at
which the maximum radius was 18 and 15, respectively.
This was done to make sure that participants could
identify hues at all adjustable lightness levels.
Category prototype and boundary measurements: CIE-
LUV radius was determined so that the circle was as
large as possible without transgressing the monitor
gamut. For details, see column ‘‘Max chroma’’ of Table
1. The stimulus sets for the color naming measurements
at each lightness level consisted of 120 test colors
uniformly sampled along the isoluminant hue circle
(from 08 to 3578 in 38 steps).
Main unique hue measurements: Hues were sampled at
three different levels of saturation, namely at CIELUV
radii of 30, 40, and 50 for L*¼ 50 and L*¼ 76; of 35,
45, and 55 for L*¼60; and of 14, 24 and 34 for L*¼38.
These measurements involved all hues along the three
isoluminant hue circles.
Supersaturated unique hue measurements: The range of
hues that could be adjusted was limited to an area with
only the most relevant hues, e.g., only reddish hues
when adjusting red. This made it possible to achieve
higher CIELUV radii by exploiting protrusions of the
monitor gamut. These measurements were not con-
ducted for each lightness level. Instead, colors were
always presented at the typical lightness of the target
descriptor (L*¼ 76 for yellow, L*¼ 60 for blue, and L*
¼ 50 for red and green).

Procedure

Lightness measurements: Participants were asked to
adjust the lightness and hue of the prototypes of all
eight chromatic basic color terms (pink, red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple, and brown). Each proto-
type was adjusted five times. Each key press for
lightness adjustments produced changes in lightness of
L*¼ 2. When observers reached the minimum and
maximum lightness, a message appeared, indicating
that they could not go further.
Hue adjustment tasks (at fixed lightness): Observers
were asked to adjust the hue of a disk so that it
corresponds to the respective target descriptions (i.e., a
category prototype or unique hue). At the beginning of
each trial, the target description was presented. Then, a
randomly colored disk was shown in the center of the
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screen. Two keys (keys ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’) allowed observers
to change hue in one and the other azimuth direction
along the hue circle. Each single key press changed hue
by 18. However, observers could smoothly surf through
the hue circle by holding another key (‘‘enter’’ key)
while pressing the hue adjustment keys (keys ‘‘1’’ and
‘‘2’’). Once they reached the approximate region of the
target description, they could finely adjust hues through
single key presses of the hue adjustment keys. If
necessary, observers could also recall the target
description through key press (key ‘‘0’’). At the end of
each trial, observers confirmed their adjustment by key
press (‘‘back space’’ key).

For the prototype adjustments, participants were
asked to adjust the color to match the most typical
color, or ‘‘best example,’’ of each of the eight chromatic
basic color terms (red, yellow, green, blue, orange,
pink, purple, and brown). There were 10 blocks. Each
prototype was the target once in random order in each
block. Observers could skip trials in which no
prototype could be found at the respective lightness
and saturation of the measurement. However, the
experimenter highlighted that this should only be done
if they could not find any hue that fits the respective
color description. For example, they should only skip
pink if there was not even one example of pink among
the test colors.

In the unique hue adjustments, observers were
instructed to adjust the hue that was neither one nor the
other adjacent unique hue, for example, the ‘‘yellow
that is neither red nor green.’’ In these measurements,
observers were also asked to adjust binary hues—hues
that are 50% one and 50% the adjacent hue, for
example, ‘‘50% green and 50% blue.’’ These overall
eight target descriptions (four unique and four binary
hues) were done once in random order in each of three
blocks. Unlike for the prototype adjustments, partici-
pants could not skip any trial of the unique hue
adjustments.

In the supersaturated unique hue adjustments,
observers adjusted unique hues only. Because small hue
intervals constrain hue adjustments, red, green, and
blue were measured at two saturation levels, for which
the lower saturation level allowed for larger hue
intervals. Yellow was measured twice with the same
radius and interval. Table 2 provides details on radii
and intervals (see column ‘‘azi limits’’). Each condition
(four unique hues and two radii) was done five times in
each block, resulting in overall 40 adjustments per
block.

In the color naming task, observers had eight keys
available that corresponded to the eight chromatic
basic color terms. After the presentation of a fixation
point for 1 s, the colored disk was shown at the center
of the screen until one of the eight keys was pressed. In
general, there were 10 blocks in which each of the 120

colors was presented once in random order. However,
some observers did only five blocks (two at L*¼ 50,
four at L*¼ 60, and nine at L*¼ 76), one observer did
15 blocks at L*¼ 76, and observers cw and f1 did all
these sessions twice (20 blocks for each lightness level).

Results and discussion

Lightness

Figure 1 illustrates the results for all eight proto-
types. The most important prototypes for the subse-
quent measurements were red, yellow, green, and blue.
We aimed at a fixed lightness for all observers to allow
for comparisons across observers and hues. For this
reason, we determined the lightness by the average
lightness adjustments across observers (black dots). To
simplify, we rounded the L* of red (L*¼ 49) and blue
(L*¼ 59) to the next multiple of 10. This also allowed
for using the same lightness level for red and green (L*
¼ 50). The lightness of brown (L*¼ 38) was used as an
additional ‘‘extra dark’’ lightness level to further clarify
the dependence of hue measurements on lightness.
These results defined the lightness levels for the hue
measurements and correspond to the respective light-
ness specifications in Table 1.

Typical and unique hues

Supplementary Figure S2 provides detailed individ-
ual data for all unique hues and prototypes and at all
lightness levels. Figure 2 concentrates on aggregated

Figure 1. Typical lightness adjustments. The different categories

are listed along the x-axis; labels refer to English color terms (Pi

¼ pink, R¼ red, etc.). The y-axis represents lightness, measured

as L* in CIELUV. Dots correspond to single measurements,

horizontal lines to the averages of each participant, and black

dots to the overall average across participants. Black digits

indicate the average L*.
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results at the typical lightness levels of red (panel a),
green (b), yellow (c), and blue (d).
The role of saturation: The white disks in Figure 2 refer
to the unique hue adjustments at different levels of
CIELUV chroma. We calculated correlations between
radius and azimuth for each participant, applied a
Fisher transformation to the correlation coefficients
and tested with a two-tailed t test across participants
whether they were significantly different from zero.
Reported average correlation coefficients are averaged
as Fisher transforms and converted back to correlation
coefficients. Detailed results of these tests are given in
Supplementary Table S1. For red, yellow, and green
(Figure 3a through c) there was no significant
difference from zero (min. p ¼ 0.46), indicating that
there was no systematic change in hue adjustments with
chroma. The average correlation coefficient for blue
was r¼0.40, which was close to significance, t(17)¼2.0,

p¼ 0.06. A positive correlation would indicate that
adjustments of unique blue shift towards higher
azimuth (red) with higher chroma. Such a shift
contradicts the Abney effect (Burns et al., 1984;
Mizokami et al., 2006; O’Neil et al., 2012). Moreover,
the observed shift seems to be a particularity of the
lowest level of saturation (35) rather than an overall
trend of hue adjustment for increasing saturation (cf.
Figure 2d and Table 2). Instead of the Abney effect, a
shift of blue stimuli could also be due to the fact that
CIELUV space uses CIE1931 color matching functions
(CIE, 1932), which underestimate sensitivity in the
short wavelength part of the spectrum compared to the
more precise Judd (1951) or Judd–Voss (Vos, 1978)
corrected color matching functions.
Typical versus unique hues: Unique hue adjustments
(e.g., the red that is neither blue nor yellow) and typical
hue adjustments (e.g., the best example of red) are

Figure 2. Typical, unique, and boundary hues in CIELUV. Color categories (colored areas) and typical (black squares) and unique hues

(white disks) for red (panel a), yellow (b), green (c), and blue (d) are shown in polar coordinates of CIELUV space at typical lightness

(L* in title of panels). The x-axis represents hue (azimuth in degrees), the y-axis CIELUV chroma (u*v* radius). Vertical black lines show

category boundaries and dashed vertical lines the average across typical and unique hues (cf. ‘‘combined’’ in Table 2). The white disks

connected by black lines show the different levels of CIELUV chroma for each unique hue measurement. The solid black curve above

the colored areas indicates the visible gamut, and the dotted curve the monitor gamut. Gray shadows around vertical lines as well as

horizontal error bars around symbols represent standard errors of mean across individuals. Note the systematic differences between

typical and unique red (panel a) but not for any other hues.
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illustrated by the white disks and the black squares in
Figure 2, respectively. We averaged unique hue adjust-
ments across saturation levels (i.e., white disks) and
tested with independent t tests across participants
whether unique hues were significantly different from
typical hue adjustments (i.e., black disks). Supplementary
Table S2 provides detailed results. Typical and unique
yellow (77.88 vs. 79.78), and blue (227.38 vs. 224.88) barely
differed, and their differences were not statistically
significant (both ps . 0.38). However, typical red settings
were significantly closer to orange than unique red
settings (17.58 vs. 7.98), t(29)¼ 2.5, p¼ 0.02, and typical
green settings were closer to yellow than unique green
settings (130.68 vs. 136.98), t(31)¼�2.1, p¼ 0.049.
Variability of red: Measurements of unique red, typical
red, and the red category boundaries seemed to vary
much more strongly than the respective measurements
in the other categories (see standard errors across
observers in Figure 2a compared to Figure 2b through
d). A particularly high variability of red has also been
observed in previous measurements along an isolumi-
nant hue circle and was attributed to high lightness and
low saturation in the stimulus samples (Hansen,
Walter, & Gegenfurtner, 2007; Witzel & Gegenfurtner,
2013). Examinations of the color naming and skipped
trials in typical adjustments revealed that observers did
not reliably identify red colors even at its typical
lightness L*¼ 50. Red category boundaries in color
naming strongly varied because observers identified
different categories (purple, pink, red, orange, and
brown) in the reddish hue region (cf. Supplementary
Figure S2c). In particular, the boundaries of red
depended on whether observers found pink and orange
colors or whether they located red directly adjacent to

purple and brown. Three of 17 observers did not even
identify any red color.

Supplementary Table S3 provides details on the
number of skipped trials. Skipped trials in the prototype
adjustments indicate that observers did not find any hue
that matches the respective color category at a given
level of lightness and saturation. Yellow, green, and blue
were barely skipped at their typical lightness (white
entries in Supplementary Table S3). As would be
expected from the distribution of color categories across
lightness (cf. figure 4 in Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2018b),
skipped rates for yellow increased for lower lightness,
and green and blue were barely skipped at any lightness
levels. In contrast, red was skipped in 25% of trials at the
typical lightness level (L*¼ 50). The rate of skipped
trials for red increased for higher (L*¼60–76) and lower
(L*¼ 38) lightness levels, suggesting that the compar-
atively high rate of skipped trials for red was not due to
lightness, but to low saturation (cf. Witzel & Gegen-
furtner, 2013). Hence, the reason for the variability of
red measurements is likely the limited saturation of the
hue circle, which, in turn, is due to the shape of the
monitor (and visual) gamut.
Summary: For the main experiments that follow below,
these observations indicate that typical and unique hues
are similar one to another and rather stable across
saturation levels. We come back in the discussions of
the main experiments to the potential variation of blue
across saturation and the potential difference between
typical and unique hues in the case of red and green.

Global peaks of saturation
(Experiment 1)

In this first main experiment, we tested whether
sensitivity and visible saturation are larger for category
prototypes than for colors at the category boundary. For
this purpose, we determined JNDs of all saturation levels
within the visible gamut in the respective hue direction.
We measured JNDs almost exhaustively across the
saturation levels in the monitor gamut. We then fitted a
function to the threshold-versus-intensity (TVI) data, in
which intensity is the difference of the test color from the
adapting white point. Based on this function, we
determined all JNDs in the visible gamut. Then, we
counted the number of JNDs that fit between the
adapting gray point and the visible gamut to determine
visible saturation. JNDs were measured for each of the
four categories: red, yellow, green, and blue. Based on
the above measurements of typical lightness and hue, we
determined for each observer their individual prototypes
and the colors at the category boundary (boundary
colors) in each of the two hue directions, resulting in
three hues in each of the four stimulus sets.

Figure 3. Stimulus display of 4AFC discrimination task. The three

test colors are shown at lower saturation, the comparison color

at higher saturation as in descending staircases. The example

illustrates orange–yellow hues from observer cw, but the colors

in the figure may differ from those on the calibrated setup.

Distances are provided in visual angle (degrees) and centime-

ters. The 80-cm distance is the distance of the observer from

the screen. Note that the maximum distance between two disks

was still within the fovea (,18).
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Method

Participants

Six observers participated in the measurements for
the red and green categories (four women, 25.7 6 6
years), eight observers (six women, age: 31.8 6 7 years)
for yellow and seven observers (five women, 25.4 6 5
years) for blue. An additional male observer (m0) was
measured for yellow but excluded from the main
analyses due to color deficiencies. All participants were
British apart from one German and two Chinese for the
yellow and two Germans and one Chinese for the other
stimulus sets. Observers in this experiment had
participated in the measurements of typical and unique
hues reported above.

Stimuli

Figure 3 illustrates the stimulus display in the
discrimination task used to measure JNDs. It consisted
of four colored discs, three of them showing the test
and one the comparison color. Disks had a size of 1.48

visual angle (2 cm). Distances between disks were 0.358
visual angle (0.5 cm) so that colors could be compared
foveally, i.e., within 28 (max. 0.938). The lowest spatial
frequency of the stimuli (0.5 c/8) is below 1 c/8, which
guarantees that contrast sensitivity is at ceiling and that
the impact of spatial frequency on discrimination is
minimal (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2015).

Figure 4 illustrates the sampling of stimulus colors.
As in the measurements of unique and typical hues,
lightness (L*) was constant within a stimulus set. Test
and comparison colors varied in saturation (CIELUV
chroma) along the constant hue lines away from the
adapting gray point (red–blue lines in Figure 4). The
hue directions (azimuth) of the constant hue lines were
determined by the preliminarily measured typical and
boundary hues (see section ‘‘Lightness and hue’’). We
sampled the saturation of test colors so that adjacent
test colors were about or less than one JND apart from
each other. In this way, our measurement covered all
discriminable levels of saturation within the monitor
gamut (blue lines in Figure 4). Because the monitor
gamut (gray line in Figure 4) is smaller than the visible

Figure 4. Stimulus sampling throughout the visible gamut in Experiment 1. Abscissa and ordinate correspond to u* and v*. Panels a

through d refer to the red, yellow, green, and blue categories at the typical lightness of the respective prototypes. The typical lightness

(L*) is given in the title of the graphics. The red–blue lines indicate the hues of prototype (center line) and boundaries (here for

observer f1). The lines join at the origin, which corresponds to the neutral gray background. The black curve shows the visible gamut,

the dotted gray one the monitor gamut. The blue part of the colored lines corresponds to the radius (chroma) of that hue that could be

displayed on the monitor (i.e., were within the gray curve). The red part of those lines shows the radius that could not be measured

and had to be extrapolated in order to estimate the complete line in terms of JNDs. Note that, apart from green, the prototypes of

observer f1 do not coincide with the protrusions of the visible gamut in CIELUV space (see Figure 2 for average prototypes).
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gamut (thin black curve in Figure 4), JNDs between the
monitor and the visible gamut were extrapolated (red
lines in Figure 4).

CW and f1 provided ‘‘exhaustive measures’’ of JNDs
for all four stimulus sets, i.e., measures across several
sessions for test colors at all saturation levels. Such
exhaustive measures were also done with three more
participants (f2–4) for the yellow stimulus set only. All
other data sets included at least three test colors, one at
radius¼ 0 (detection threshold), one close to zero, and
one at maximum available saturation within monitor
gamut.

Procedure

JNDs were measured with a four-alternative, forced-
choice (4AFC) paradigm combined with a three-up-
one-down staircase. In this method, the comparison
color (cf. Figure 3) is presented in a random location,
and observers have to indicate which of four colored
disks is different by pressing one of four keys that
correspond to the locations of the four discs (for
details, see Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992; Witzel &
Gegenfurtner, 2013). The three-up-one-down staircase
procedure decreases the difference between test and
comparison when responses were three times in a row
correct and increases the differences when a response
was incorrect (for an illustration, see figure A1 in
Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2016; see also Supplementary
Figure S3). This staircase converges to a difference in
saturation that corresponds to a probability of 0.79 of
giving a correct response (Levitt, 1971), and a
probability of 0.72 that the observer perceives this
difference.

In order to measure JNDs in saturation, the test and
comparison color were equal in lightness (L*) and hue
(azimuth) and differed only in CIELUV chroma
(u*v*). For each test color, JNDs were measured for
comparison colors with lower (increasing staircases)
and higher (decreasing staircases) CIELUV chroma.
These measurements were done in a separate block for
each test color with increasing and decreasing staircases
interleaved. Each staircase stopped after five reversal
points. Supplementary Figure S3 illustrates example
staircases.

The closer the difference between test and compar-
ison is at the beginning of a staircase, the faster the
staircase converges and the more precise are the
measurements. In order to optimize the staircase
procedure, the starting colors of the staircases were
determined through a color matching procedure. For
this purpose, the stimulus display with the four discs
was shown, and participants could adjust the satura-
tion of the comparison. In a first block, they were asked
to adjust it so that it is just visible. The location of the
comparison color changed randomly with adjustment.

To confirm the adjustment, they had to press the key
that corresponds to the location of the odd one. In a
second block, they were asked to adjust the saturation
so that the disk was just invisible. The adjusted
differences between test and comparison colors give a
coarse estimation of the color differences above and
below JNDs. These have been used to initialize
staircases for the precise JND measurements that start
above and below the estimated JNDs.

Measurements were carried out across several
experimental sessions. In one session, JNDs were
measured for three hues (one typical and two boundary
hues) at three levels of saturation, resulting in nine
blocks in random order. Each block included overall
four interleaved staircases: decreasing and increasing
staircases one of which started below and the other
above the estimated JND (cf. Supplementary Figure
S3). Each experimental session took about 45–60 min.

Results

JNDs

To determine JNDs, we discarded the first reversal
point to avoid artifacts and calculated the average over
the remaining four (two up and two down) reversal
points. Figure 5 shows JNDs as a function of CIELUV
chroma (radius in the u*v* plane) for participant f1.
For all colors, JNDs clearly followed a linear distri-
bution (blue line in Figure 5). In fact, a third-order
polynomial fit resulted in almost the same fit as a
simple line as shown by the fact that the blue line
almost completely covered the light green line in Figure
5 (for other observers, see Supplementary Figures S4
and S5; the interested reader may also note the linear
trend for the additional, color-deficient observer m0 in
Supplementary Figure S5j through l).

The clear linear trend of JNDs shows that these
JNDs follow the Weber–Fechner law in a broader sense
(because CIELUV is not a sensory color space, this
trend cannot be considered as the Weber–Fechner law
in a narrow sense). The linear trend allowed for
calculating a Weber fraction as the slope of the linear
function, following Weber’s formula. This Weber
fraction assesses sensitivity independent of the scaling
of intensity, i.e., independent of the CIELUV radius.
This makes it possible to calculate a metric of perceived
intensity (or JND space) in which one unit corresponds
to one JND, following Fechner’s discrimination scaling
(for review, see, e.g., Dzhafarov & Colonius, 2011;
Irtel, 2014). Based on this JND space, we determined
discriminable saturation at all levels of CIELUV
radius, including the visible saturation at the visible
gamut.

To do so, we fitted a linear function to the JNDs
using a least squares method. The Weber fraction (the
slope of the line) and the detection threshold (the
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intercept of the line) are a measure of sensitivity and
make it possible to compare sensitivity to differences in
saturation across hues. The linear function also allowed
us to extrapolate JNDs to the visible gamut (red lines in

Figure 5) in order to calculate the visible saturation of
each hue. These computations were done for the JNDs
of each observer separately.

Sensitivity

We then examined whether sensitivity is higher for
typical than for boundary colors. Figure 6 illustrates
the Weber fractions (for exact numbers, see column
‘‘WF’’ of Supplementary Table S4). The bars represent
the Weber fractions (slope of linear TVI plot). The
lower the Weber fraction, the higher the sensitivity. So,
if sensitivity for colorfulness was particularly high for
prototypes, the center bars in Figure 6 were expected to
be lower than the two other bars.

Only yellow (Figure 6b) showed such a pattern. To
compare measurements between boundary and typical
hues, we computed a one-way, repeated measures
analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) with the within-
subjects factor hue (one typical, two boundary hues)
for each category (red, yellow, green, blue) separately

Figure 5. Threshold intensity plot (TVI) for observer f1 in

Experiment 1. The x-axis represents CIELUV chroma of the test

colors as radius in u*v*. JNDs (y-axis) are differences in u*v*

radius between test and just noticeable comparisons. Black

circles correspond to measured JNDs; blue lines are fits to these

JNDs with linear functions, the green curves are fits with power

functions. The red line is the extension of the blue line up to the

visible gamut along which JNDs were extrapolated for the main

analyses. The panels in the first (a–c), second (d–f), third (g–i),

and fourth (j–l) rows show data for the red, yellow, green, and

blue stimulus sets, respectively. The panels in the center column

(b, e, h, k) depict results for typical hues; those on the left (a, d,

g, j) and right (c, f, i, l) side show the JNDs for lower- and upper

azimuth boundaries. Corresponding results for other observers

may be found in Supplementary Figures S4 and S5. Note that

JNDs increase linearly as a function of test color radius (cf.

results), in line with the Weber–Fechner law (cf. discussion).

Figure 6. Sensitivity in Experiment 1. Panels a through d refer to

the red, yellow, green, and blue stimulus sets. The left (bd1) and

right bar (bd2) in each graphic correspond to the lower- and

upper-azimuth boundaries of the category, respectively, the

center (typ) bar to the typical hue; e.g., bd1 ¼ blue-green

category boundary; bd2 ¼ blue-purple category boundary for

the blue measurements (d). The lightness of the stimulus set

(L*) is given in the titles. The y-axis represents Weber fraction.

Colored bars show the Weber fractions averaged across

participants with error bars indicating standard errors of mean.

Symbols above bars report results of t tests after Bonferroni

correction. Note that only for yellow were the center bars lower

(indicating higher sensitivity) than the boundary bars.
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(cf. Supplementary Table S5). Results for red, F(2, 10)
¼ 2.1, p¼ 0.17, and green, F(2, 10)¼ 2.4, p¼ 0.14, were
not significant, which is likely due to the low number of
observers (n¼ 6). Weber fractions differed significantly
across hues in the yellow, F(2, 14)¼ 4.1, p¼ 0.04, and
blue, F(2, 12)¼ 17.7, p , 0.001, categories. We
calculated paired, two-tailed t tests across participants
to compare Weber fractions between the typical and
each boundary hue. Following a Bonferroni correction
for two t tests, the significance level for these t tests is a
¼ 0.025. Details on the t tests are reported in
Supplementary Table S6. Sensitivity at typical yellow
(Figure 6b) differed significantly from sensitivity at the
yellow–green boundary, t(7)¼�4.8, p¼ 0.002), but not
from the one at the yellow–orange boundary, t(7)¼
�1.6, p¼ 0.15. Sensitivity at typical blue differed
significantly from the blue–green, t(6)¼�3.0, p ,
0.025, and the blue–purple, t(6) ¼ 3.4, p ¼ 0.02,
boundary, but the Weber fraction for blue–purple was
lower than the one for typical blue, which contradicts
the predictions (Figure 6d).

Visible saturation

Finally, we tested whether visible saturation is higher
for typical than for boundary colors. We calculated the
CIELUV values for spectral colors at equal lightness in
order to determine the visible gamut (thick black curves
in Figure 4). We linearly interpolated JNDs up to the
visible gamut (red lines in Figure 5). Then we calculated
the cumulative number of JNDs up to the visible
gamut, including the detection threshold (i.e., the
threshold at the achromatic gray point). The resulting
visible saturation depends on the size of the detection
threshold, the Weber fraction and the visible gamut in
the respective hue dimension, but it is independent of
the scaling of the axes along which JNDs were
measured (here the scaling of CIELUV radii). Supple-
mentary Table S4 provides detailed average specifica-
tions for these calculations. For the analysis below,
these calculations have been done for each individual
separately.

Figure 7 shows the visible saturation for each hue
direction and category. If prototypes can reach a
particularly high visible saturation, the center bars
should be higher than both of the other bars. This was
not the case for any of the categories. RM-ANOVAs
with the factor hue showed that the differences across
hues were significant in all four categories (all ps ,
0.02; cf. Supplementary Table S5). Supplementary
Table S6 provides details of the t tests comparing
visible saturation at each boundary hue to the typical
hue. For red (Figure 7a), none of the t tests reached
significance after Bonferroni correction (a¼ 0.025)
although the difference at the red–orange boundary
was close to significance, t(5)¼ 2.9, p¼ 0.03. For yellow

(Figure 7b), t tests showed that the number of JNDs at
typical yellow were significantly higher than those at
yellow–green, t(7)¼ 4.3, p ¼ 0.004. For green (Figure
7c), the difference at the green–blue boundary was
significant, t(5) ¼�3.8, p ¼ 0.01, and the one at the
green–yellow boundary just missed significance after
Bonferroni correction, t(5)¼ 2.8, p ¼ 0.04. For blue
(Figure 7d), t tests were not significant, max. t(6)¼
�2.2, min. p ¼ 0.07.

In sum, the significant results for the green category
clearly contradict the prediction of higher peaks at
typical hues. The other patterns also seem to contradict
this idea but are difficult to interpret because of the lack
of significance.

Discussion

JNDs increased linearly with the CIELUV radius of
the test color. Comparisons across hues contradicted
the idea that prototypes involve higher sensitivity or
higher visible saturation than boundary colors.

Linearity of JNDs

The empirical measurements of JNDs followed quite
clearly a linear trend as exemplified by the data of

Figure 7. Visible saturation in Experiment 1. The y-axis

represents the number of JNDs between the gray background

and the visible gamut. Colored bars show the number of JNDs

averaged across participants with error bars indicating standard

errors of mean. Apart from that, format is as in Figure 6. Note

that for none of the categories were the center bars higher than

the boundary bars.
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observer f1 in Figure 5 and for other observers in
Supplementary Figures S4 and S5. This was the case for
all observers. A linear relationship between JNDs and
radius has previously been observed in cone-opponent
DKL space (Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992). For
isoluminant colors, a line in CIELUV space corre-
sponds to a line in cone-opponent space, and the
nonlinearities in the scaling of the axes are rather small
(cf. Supplementary Figure S1). At isoluminance,
distances along u* are only rescaled in DKL space.
Nonlinearities only affect the v* axis and are small.
This explains why the JNDs measured in DKL space
(Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992) and in CIELUV
space here both follow the Weber–Fechner law.

Statistics across participants

This experiment favored a large range of measure-
ments for each single observer over a large sample of
different observers. As a consequence, the statistical
power for tests across participants was quite low. This
is particularly true with respect to the variation of
category prototypes and unique hues across partici-
pants. Due to this variation, each participant was
measured for a different hue, and the hues that
corresponded to prototypes for one participant could
well be close to the category boundary of another
participant (Supplementary Figure S2). Some of the
results contradicted the idea of saturation peaks, but it
seems advisable to obtain further evidence with larger
samples that allow for tests with higher statistical
power.

Global and local changes in saturation

In this experiment, only three hues (one typical and
two boundary hues) were compared in each stimulus
set. For this reason, the results only allowed compar-
isons of typical and boundary hues in terms of their
absolute size of sensitivity and visible saturation.
However, it might be that sensitivity and visible
saturation are modulated by other factors, which
combine with effects of prototypes. In this case,
discriminable saturation should peak locally around
typical hues but not necessarily globally. For example,
when considering the decrease of the visible saturation
in the red category (Figure 7a) as a global trend that
combines with effects around prototypes, then the
visible saturation would be higher for typical red than
for the two boundaries together. Hence, the question
arises whether there are local peaks at the prototypes
that are partly covered by global modulations of JNDs
and gamut (for a similar reasoning concerning JNDs
for hue differences see Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013). In
addition, we observed, in the preliminary measure-
ments of lightness and hue, that at least some of the

prototypes differed from unique hues (e.g., red) and
that some hues might change with saturation (e.g.,
blue). It seems advisable to measure sensitivity and
visible saturation across a larger range of hues in order
to account for variations in hue and for global
variations in sensitivity and visible saturation across
hue.

Local peaks of saturation
(Experiment 2)

This second main experiment was designed to follow
up the above results with larger samples of participants
and to examine the variation of saturation across hues
at a more fine-grained resolution of hue. This allowed
for examining local peaks in sensitivity and visible
saturation and to appreciate whether the difference
between typical and unique red and green is important
to the conclusions concerning the red and green
stimulus sets. The above measurements had shown that
JNDs very closely followed the Weber–Fechner law.
For this reason, we measured JNDs in this experiment
only at the adaptation point to establish the detection
threshold (intercept) and at a high level of saturation to
estimate the slope (Weber fraction) of the linear
threshold-versus-intensity function. With these mea-
sures, all JNDs between adapting gray point and visible
gamut may be linearly interpolated. This approach
made it possible to measure a larger sample of hues
across the categories and to test a large sample of
participants. Apart from that, this experiment aimed at
answering the same questions as the above experiment:
Does the sensitivity to saturation locally increase
around typical and unique hues? And is visible
saturation higher for typical and unique than for other
hues?

Method

Participants

Overall, 28 observers participated in JND measure-
ments, out of which 23 completed the measurements for
red and 20 for yellow, green, and blue. One observer in
the yellow and one in the green stimulus set were
remeasured at lower CIELUV chroma (65 instead of 70
and 30 instead of 35) because their JNDs were so large
that comparison colors were out of gamut for the
original test colors. For the same reason, the data set of
two (of originally 22) observers for the yellow and of
one observer (of originally 24) for the red stimulus set
had to be excluded because these observers were not
available for a remeasurement at lower CIELUV
chroma. Observers in this experiment had also partic-
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ipated in the measurements of prototypes and unique
hues.

Stimuli

Test colors were sampled from hue circles in
CIELUV space. The radius of each hue circle
(CIELUV chroma) was determined so that test colors
were as saturated as possible while still allowing for
comparison colors within the monitor gamut. As a
result, the radius of the hue circle was set to 65 for red,
70 for yellow, 35 for green, and 40 for blue. The upper
limit of the comparison colors was given by the
monitor gamut. The minimum difference in CIELUV
radius between the monitor gamut and the test colors
was 19 for red, 20 for yellow, 16 for green, and 15 for
blue, which is more than one JND above the test
saturation.

Procedure

The same 4AFC task was used as in Experiment 1.
No preliminary matching took place. Presentation time
was 200 ms (instead of 500 ms as in Experiment 1) to
further counteract the possibility of afterimages. This
slightly increased the size of JNDs. JNDs at and away
from the adaptation points were measured separately.
Increasing and decreasing staircases for each test hue
were measured in one block, resulting in 10 blocks with
two staircases each. The order of blocks was random-
ized.

Results

Figure 8 illustrates the aggregated measurements
(typical hues and JNDs). Figures 9 and 10 show the
resulting Weber fractions and visible saturation used
for the main tests. Average data (Supplementary Table
S7) and the MATLAB code for calculating Weber
fractions and discriminable saturation are provided in
the Supplementary Material and on https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.3566505).

Typical hues and JNDs

We lumped together typical and unique hues by
averaging, for each participant separately, across all
typical and unique hue adjustments. We refer to these
hues as combined typical and unique hues (cf. ‘‘com-
bined’’ in Table 2). The vertical dotted lines in Figure 8
illustrate these combined typical and unique hues (see
also Figures 2, 9, and 10). As shown above, yellow at
78.68 and blue at 225.08 (Figure 8b and d) are
representative for both typical and unique hues. To
simplify the presentation of results, we also focused on

the combined measure of red (9.58) and green (135.48)
in a first step of analysis (Figure 8a and c). When
appropriate, we consider the potential impact of
differences between typical and unique red (17.58 vs.
7.98) and green (130.68 vs. 136.98).

As above, we discarded the first reversal point and
calculated JNDs as the average over the remaining
four (two up and two down) reversal points. Figure 8
shows the average JNDs across the 10 hues of each
stimulus set. The black and the white curves corre-
spond to JNDs for saturated colors away from the
adaptation point and for colors at the adaptation
point (detection thresholds), respectively. For cross-
validation, the black and white disks show the results
from Experiment 1 with the hue corresponding to the
average across observers (cf. Supplementary Table
S4). Overall, the JNDs from Experiment 1 are quite
similar to those obtained here; small differences may
be due to the fact that the JNDs were measured for the
individual typical and boundary hues, which vary
across observers and which may affect average JNDs
due to asymmetries.

JNDs and detection thresholds follow global
modulations across hues. We calculated correlations
between average thresholds and azimuth to assess
global modulations (cf. Supplementary Table S8). For
yellow (cf. black and white curves in Figure 8b),
JNDs, r(8)¼ 0.83, p¼ 0.003, and detection thresholds,
r(8) ¼ 0.98, p , 0.001, increase with ascending
azimuth; for green (Figure 8c), they decrease with
azimuth, r(8) ¼�0.87, p , 0.001; r(8) ¼�0.93, p ,

0.001. Not surprisingly then, JNDs and detection
thresholds were correlated for yellow, r(8)¼ 0.89, p ,

0.001, and green, r(8)¼ 0.77, p¼ 0.01. For red (Figure
8a), JNDs and detection thresholds were generally
rather flat, and there was no correlation between
thresholds and azimuth (both ps . 0.23) or between
the two kinds of thresholds, r(8)¼ 0.10, p¼ 0.78. For
blue (Figure 8d), detection thresholds increased with
azimuth, r(8)¼ 0.92, p , 0.001, but JNDs were neither
correlated with azimuth, r(8) ¼�0.25, p ¼ 0.49, nor
with detection thresholds, r(8) ¼ 0.03, p ¼ 0.93.
Instead, JNDs seemed to follow a slightly U-shaped
curve for bluish colors (black curve in Figure 8d).
These global trends are likely due to the inhomoge-
neity of CIELUV space with respect to sensitivity.

Weber fractions

Weber fractions were calculated as the slope of JNDs
(ratio between JNDs and CIELUV chroma) taking
detection thresholds (white curve in Figure 8) as the
intercept. Figure 9 illustrates Weber fractions across
hues (black curves). If sensitivity to saturation was
particularly high for typical and unique hues, Weber
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fractions should locally decrease toward typical and
unique hues.

As for JNDs, some global trends are visible (cf.
Supplementary Table S8). In particular, Weber frac-
tions for bluish colors (Figure 9d), strongly decrease
with azimuth, resulting in a negative correlation with
azimuth, r(8)¼�0.73, p¼ 0.02. This decrease of Weber
fractions may be explained by the increase of detection
thresholds (cf. above). Weber fractions for yellowish
hues (Figure 9b) show a close to significant tendency to
increase with azimuth, r(8)¼ 0.59, p¼ 0.07), but the
overall pattern was slightly U-shaped rather than
linear. Weber fractions for red (Figure 9a) and green

(Figure 9c) seem rather flat with local troughs and
peaks, and hence, no correlations with azimuth were
observed (both ps . 0.19).

We also calculated repeated-measures analyses of
variance (RM-ANOVAs) with the factor hue to test for
differences across the 10 hues (details in Supplementary
Table S9). Weber fractions differed significantly for
red, F(9, 198) ¼ 2.1, p ¼ 0.03; cf. Figure 9a) and blue,
F(9, 171)¼ 7.0, p , 0.001; cf. Figure 9d), but tests were
not significant for yellow and green (both ps . 0.37).

We then examined local modulations of sensitivity
that are specific to typical and unique hues. We
conceived locality tests to account for global trends

Figure 8. JNDs in CIELUV (Experiment 2). The graphics show JNDs as the difference between test and comparison in CIELUV space

along the left y-axis. The x-axis corresponds to hue in azimuth degree. The thick black curve above the colored areas refers to JNDs at

the test saturation, the white curve shows detection thresholds at the adaptation point. Colored areas indicate color categories with

vertical black lines being the average boundaries. For comparison the disks reflect the thresholds obtained in Experiment 1 at the

adaptation point (white) and at the CIELUV radius of the test colors used in this Experiment 2 (black). Dark dotted vertical lines show

the combined typical and unique hue (see main text for details), and the gray band around them corresponds to the standard error of

mean. The right y-axis shows radius in CIELUV and corresponds to the dotted gray curve, which illustrates the visible gamut in CIELUV.

The detection thresholds (white curve), the gamut (gray curve), and the Weber fractions in Figure 9 explain the patterns of visible

saturation shown in Figure 10.
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when testing for local modulations. They test whether
Weber fractions are lower around the typical and
unique hues than predicted by the global trend of
Weber fractions. To account for such global trends,
we calculated the regression line across the 10 test hues
of each stimulus set for each participant. The
regression line provides a ‘‘predicted’’ Weber fraction
for typical and unique hues if Weber fractions just
followed the overall trend without any focal color
effect. To determine the Weber fraction at the typical
and unique hue, we linearly interpolated the Weber
fractions of the two test hues adjacent to the typical
and unique hue. This was done for each individual
observer separately. Then we tested with paired, two-
tailed t tests across participants whether the Weber
fractions at the typical and unique hues were below
the regression line. If there were local peaks of
sensitivity around the typical and unique hues, Weber

fractions at the typical and unique hues should be
lower than those predicted by the respective regression
lines across hues.

However, none of the locality tests were significant
(all ps . 0.16). Detailed results of these tests are
provided by Supplementary Figure S7 and Supple-
mentary Table S10. The absence of a significant
pattern in the red category could be due to the fact
that typical red is shifted toward pink compared to
unique red, which is around an azimuth of 17.58
(Figure 9a). If we consider typical and unique red
separately, unique red coincides with the local dip of
Weber fractions between the hues at 158 and 208. For
blue, there seems to be a decrease of Weber fractions
toward typical blue in the aggregated data in Figure
9d. Sixteen of 20 observers yielded Weber fractions at
the typical and unique hue below the regression line
(cf. Supplementary Figure S7d and Supplementary

Figure 9. Weber fractions in Experiment 2. The y-axis and the black curve represent Weber fractions. The black disks reproduce Weber

fractions from Experiment 1. Apart from that, format is as in Figure 8. Note that Weber fractions (i.e., higher sensitivity) tend to

increase toward typical and unique red and decrease toward typical and unique blue, but there is no specific pattern at typical and

unique yellow and green.
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Table S10). However, two observers with slightly
greenish typical blue produced Weber fractions at the
typical and unique hue that were very much above the
regression line, hence undermining a significant result
for blue. Weber fractions in the yellow and green
categories seem to clearly contradict the idea that
sensitivity increases specifically toward typical yellow
and green (Figure 9b and c).

Visible saturation

We used detection thresholds (intercept, white curve
in Figure 8) and Weber fractions (slope, black curve in
Figure 9) to linearly extrapolate JNDs to the visible
gamut (dotted gray curve in Figure 8). Then, JNDs
between the adaptation point and the visible gamut
were summed up across the visible gamut to determine
the visible saturation. Figure 10 illustrates the visible

saturation for each hue (black curve). The higher the
black curves in Figure 10, the more discriminable levels
of saturation fit between the adapting gray point and
the visible gamut for a given hue. For comparison, the
black disks reproduce the results from Experiment 1
(Figure 7). The higher absolute size of the visible
saturation in Experiment 1 compared to Experiment 2
reflects the impact of the lower JNDs in Experiment 1
(cf. Figure 8).

There were strong differences of visible saturation
across hue ranges. Red and pink colors reach more
than 25 JNDs away from the adapting gray point
(Figure 10a), and brown–green colors have a visible
saturation of less than 10 JNDs (left side of Figure 10c).
For all four categories, visible saturation also strongly
varied across hues as shown by significant RM-
ANOVAs with the factor hue (all Fs . 4.0, all ps ,
0.001; cf. Supplementary Table S9). Visible saturation

Figure 10. Visible saturation in Experiment 2. The graphics show the number of JNDs away from the adapting gray point along the y-

axis. The thick black curve shows the number of JNDs between gray and visible gamut (visible saturation). Apart from that, format is

as in Figure 8. Note that visible saturation strongly changes across hues, but at least for yellow, green, and blue, it does not peak at

typical and unique hues.
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shows also very clear global trends that can be captured
by correlations across hue (cf. Supplementary Table
S8). Visible saturation decreases with azimuth for red,
r(8)¼�0.88, p , 0.001, and yellow hues, r(8)¼�0.98, p
, 0.001, and increases for green, r(8)¼ 0.95, p , 0.001,
and blue, r(8)¼ 0.81, p¼ 0.005, hues.

If focal colors reach higher levels of visible satura-
tion, the black curve should have local peaks around
the typical and unique hues (vertical dotted lines). We
tested this pattern using the locality tests described
above (section on Weber fractions). To account for
global trends, we calculated, for each observer, the
regression line across the 10 test hues of a category.
Then, we determined with a paired, two-tailed t test
whether the number of discriminable colors at the
typical and unique hue was significantly above the
value predicted by the regression line. None of the four
locality tests was significant (all ps . 0.10. Detailed
results are provided by Supplementary Figure S8 and
Supplementary Table S10.

The results for red (Figure 10a) are again compli-
cated by the potential difference between typical and
unique red (17.28 vs. 7.98, Figure 2a). However, the
patterns of yellow, green, and blue clearly contradicted
the idea that typical and unique hues coincide with
peaks of visible saturation. For yellow and blue (Figure
10b and d), visible saturation almost completely
followed a global trend and did not show local changes.
For green (Figure 10c), the local peak at 1508 did not
coincide with the typical and unique hue at 1358. The
comparatively large difference of the local peaks of
visible saturation from combined typical and unique
green may not be attributed to the much smaller,
potential difference between typical and unique green
(130.68 vs. 136.98, Figure 2c). Taken together, these
results suggest that the variation of visible saturation
across hues is independent of category prototypes and
unique hues.

Discussion

None of the four hue ranges showed clear peaks in
sensitivity around typical and unique hues except
maybe for blue (Figure 9). Although visible saturation
strongly varied across hues, at least yellow, green, and
blue clearly contradicted the idea that visible saturation
peaks around typical and unique hues (Figure 10).
Results largely agreed with those found in Experiment
1 (cf. circles in Figures 8 through 10) except for the
blue–purple boundary hue (panel d in Figures 8
through 10). These results have implications for the
main question concerning the perceptual salience of
focal colors, for the use of maximally saturated Munsell
chips in color naming research, and for theories of
unique hues.

Perceptual salience of focal colors

Both experiments of this study contradicted the idea
that colors with typical and unique hues are perceptu-
ally salient if we define salience in terms of discrimi-
nable saturation, i.e., the ability to discriminate
different levels of saturation. If such colors were
perceptually salient, we would expect all, or at least
most, of the colors to coincide with peaks in sensitivity
or visible saturation, but this was not the case. There
was some uncertainty concerning the precise hue
direction for red, green, and blue due to overall
variability (red), differences between unique and typical
hues (red and green), and changes with saturation
(blue). In addition, a trend toward lower Weber
fractions was visible for blue but might have missed
significance due to low statistical power. However, if
peaks of saturation were a general feature of typical
and unique hues, they should appear for all four
categories. This is clearly not the case because most
categories follow global modulations of sensitivity
(Weber fractions) and visible saturation (Figures 9 and
10).

It is theoretically possible that the subjective
appearance of saturation (i.e., subjective saturation, cf.
Introduction) dissociates from discriminable satura-
tion. For example, an equally discriminable difference
might subjectively appear larger for some than for
other hues. Defining perceptual salience in terms of
subjective saturation rather than discriminable satura-
tion might be a valid alternative approach to test the
present research question. In a companion study
(Witzel & Franklin, 2014), we compared subjective
saturation to discriminable saturation (based on the
aggregated data of JNDs from the present Experiment
2). In that study, subjective saturation was measured by
matching the saturation of a comparison color to
another color with fixed saturation, the test color. To
represent results in terms of discriminable saturation,
we used a polynomial fit for the data on discriminable
saturation to avoid noise in JND measurements to
interfere with the examination of subjective saturation
(cf. Supplementary Figures S6d and S9). When
comparing discriminable saturation between the two
studies, note that the discriminable saturation reported
here (between seven and 30 JNDs in Figure 10) corrects
for an error in scaling due to which the absolute size of
discriminable saturation is overestimated in the com-
panion study (up to 65 JNDs for red; cf. figures 3 and 4
in Witzel & Franklin, 2014). This scaling error was
irrelevant for the conclusions of that study, which were
based on relative differences across hue, not absolute
size. The results showed that typical and unique hues
did not appear more colorful than other hues with
equivalent discriminable saturation (see figure 3 in
Witzel & Franklin, 2014). The study also showed that
maximum subjective saturation for spectral colors at
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the visible gamut does not peak around prototypes
(figure 4 in Witzel & Franklin, 2014).

The data of the present study allow us to reevaluate
and extend the results from the companion study. The
companion study examined subjective saturation for
equal levels of (average) discriminable saturation
(figures 3 and 4 in Witzel & Franklin, 2014). Figure 11
allows for a complementary approach that assesses
discriminable saturation for equal levels of subjective
saturation. For this purpose, matches of subjective
saturation from Witzel and Franklin (2014) were
averaged for a given comparison hue and across all test
colors. These average matches correspond to colors
that subjectively appear to be equally saturated. If
subjective saturation were exactly the same as dis-
criminable saturation, the black curves in Figure 11
would be constant across hues, i.e., horizontal lines.

Instead, subjective saturation varies systematically
across hues. This indicates that subjective saturation is
not completely determined by discriminable saturation.
For red and blue, and maybe for yellow, curves of
equal subjective saturation have global peaks that seem
to roughly coincide with typical and unique hues. These
patterns imply that higher levels of discriminable
saturation are necessary to reach equal amounts of
subjective saturation at prototypes and unique hues.
This observation contradicts the idea of high subjective
saturation around typical and unique hues and, hence,
reconfirms our previous observations on subjective
saturation based on different analyses (Witzel &
Franklin, 2014).

Taken together, the findings from the present and
the companion study (Witzel & Franklin, 2014) refute
the idea that the typical and unique red, yellow, green,

Figure 11. Subjective saturation as a function of discriminable saturation. Curves show equal levels of subjective saturation according to

the matches measured by Witzel and Franklin (2014). The x-axis represents hue as CIELUV azimuth in degree, the y-axis the discriminable

saturation as the number of JNDs away from the adaptation point. Discriminable saturation is estimated based on aggregated JNDs

fitted by a second-order polynomial to discount noise (cf. Supplementary Figure S6d and Supplementary Figure S9). Apart from that,

format as in Figure 8. If subjective saturation were equivalent to discriminable saturation, the curves would be flat lines.
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and blue are more colorful and, hence, more salient
than other hues. Consequently, these colors are not
focal in the sense that they have particularly high levels
of colorfulness and perceptual salience. Other ap-
proaches also contradicted the idea that prototypes and
unique hues have particular perceptual characteristics
that qualify them as focal colors or perceptual anchors.
Hue discrimination does not show patterns specific to
typical and unique hues (Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2013,
2016, 2018a). Perceptual measures of color constancy
do not peak around typical hues when controlling for
saturation (Witzel, van Alphen, Godau, & O’Regan,
2016; Weiss, Witzel, & Gegenfurtner, 2017). Hue
scaling can be accomplished using elementary hues
other than unique red, green, yellow, and blue (Bosten
& Boehm, 2014), and there is evidence against the idea
that unique hues are more reliable (less variable) than
intermediate hues (Bosten & Lawrance-Owen, 2014).
Still another study observed that unique hues did not
yield higher salience in a visual search task (Wool et al.,
2015).

All those observations strongly undermine the idea
that category prototypes and unique hues have
particular perceptual properties and that they may act
as perceptual anchors for color appearance and color
naming (for further discussion see also Witzel, 2018a,
2018b; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2018b). Alternatively,
category prototypes may be the result rather than the
cause of color categorization (cf. Lindsey & Brown,
2019). It has been suggested that similarities of color
categorization across cultures is optimized to com-
municate efficiently about the irregularly shaped
perceptual color space (Abbott, Griffiths, & Regier,
2016; Zaslavsky, Kemp, Regier, & Tishby, 2018;
Zaslavsky, Kemp, Tishby, & Regier, 2019). Evidence
for this idea is based on the irregular distribution of
maximally saturated Munsell chips and naming data
from the World Color Survey (WCS). Others sug-
gested that cross-cultural tendencies of categories and
their prototypes might be related to objects and
materials in the natural environment (Gibson et al.,
2017; Siuda-Krzywicka et al., 2019; Witzel, 2018a;
Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2018b; Yendrikhovskij, 2001;
but see also Zaslavsky et al., 2019).

Maximally saturated Munsell chips

Our results also imply that the coincidence of peaks
in Munsell chroma around category prototypes and
unique hues is a peculiarity of the Munsell system
rather than a characteristic of color vision. The reason
why Munsell chips provide higher levels of saturation
for prototypical red, yellow, green, and blue may be the
choice of pigments used to produce Munsell chips
(Witzel, 2018b; Witzel et al., 2015). In particular,
pigments with high chroma might coincide with English

prototypes in the Munsell system. For example, the red
pigments (sulphuret of mercury) were much more
saturated than the green–blue pigments (sesquioxide of
chromium) in the original Munsell system (Munsell,
1912).

Previous observations of unique perceptual charac-
teristics (Kuehni et al., 2010; Lindsey et al., 2015;
Logvinenko, 2012; Logvinenko & Beattie, 2011;
Philipona & O’Regan, 2006; Regier et al., 2007;
Vazquez-Corral et al., 2012) may well be explained by
those peculiarities of the stimulus sample (Witzel,
2018a, 2018b; Witzel et al., 2015). Most importantly,
the original idea of focal colors was introduced to
describe universals in color naming across languages
(Berlin & Kay, 1969; Regier et al., 2005; Rosch Heider,
1972). It has previously been shown that color
categorization depends on the variation of saturation in
the set of maximally saturated Munsell chips (Lindsey
et al., 2016; Witzel, 2016, 2018b, 2019). In particular,
category membership and prototype choices are corre-
lated with the saturation of the maximally saturated
Munsell chips (for review, see Witzel, 2018a, 2018b). In
all studies supporting focal color salience, saturation
was determined by Munsell chroma, assuming that
Munsell chroma is roughly representative of perceived
chroma. The precise measures of discriminable satura-
tion in the present study allow for reassessing the
relationship between prototype choices and perceived
saturation.

For this purpose, we identified the Munsell chips in
the WCS (figure 1 in Regier et al., 2005) that
correspond to the colors for which we had measured
discriminable saturation. We represented Munsell chips
in CIELUV under standard illuminant C (xyY ¼
[0.31006, 0.31616, 100]). We then identified those
Munsell chips whose CIELUV hues corresponded to
the hues of our test colors and which had the most
typical lightness in the WCS. The Munsell values of
these chips were four for red with L*¼ 41.2, eight for
yellow with L*¼ 81.3, and five for green and blue with
L*¼ 51.6 (cf. figure 2 in Regier et al., 2005, or figure 4b
in Witzel et al., 2015). Note that the lightness values of
those prototypes were slightly different from the typical
lightness we had measured (L*¼ 50 for red and green,
76 for yellow, and 60 for blue). The reason for this
discrepancy might be that L* only approximately
models lightness adaptation and, hence, may not
completely capture the lightness of reflectances.

We calculated discriminable saturation for the
selection of maximally saturated Munsell chips, as-
suming that the JNDs are roughly similar despite the
small differences in lightness. The resulting discrimi-
nable saturation for those Munsell chips is shown by
the red curve in Figure 12a. The black curve represents
‘‘focality,’’ i.e., the frequency of prototype choices
across 110 languages in the WCS for those Munsell
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chips (Regier et al., 2005). WCS prototype choices for
red, yellow, green, and blue coincide with local peaks of
discriminable saturation. Figure 12b illustrates the
correlation between prototype choices and discrimina-
ble saturation, which was positive and highly signifi-
cant, r(34) ¼ 0.64, p , 0.001.

When saturation is determined as Munsell chroma,
CIELUV, and CIELAB radius, the correlations are
similar or even higher, r(34) ¼ 0.79, r(34) ¼ 0.74, and
r(34) ¼ 0.62, respectively, than those with discrimina-
ble saturation (cf. Supplementary Figure S10). This
seems to be mainly due to the saturation of green hues,
which had a comparatively low discriminable satura-
tion (green dots in Figure 12b). This misalignment of
the discriminable saturation of green hues with the
other stimulus sets might be due to the discrepancies
between the lightness of our test colors and the
Munsell chips. However, the relationship between
prototype choices and discriminable saturation seems
to exist within each hue range: Observers tend to
choose the most saturated colors in a hue range as
prototypes.

These observations clearly confirm our earlier
observations of a relationship between cross-cultural
color categorization and the variation of saturation in
the stimulus set (Witzel, 2016, 2018b; Witzel et al.,
2015). Hence, the observed cross-cultural patterns in
color categorization may well be due to the unequal
distribution of saturation and chroma in those stimulus
samples (Berlin & Kay, 1969; Kay & Regier, 2003;
Lindsey & Brown, 2006, 2009; Lindsey et al., 2015;
Regier et al., 2005; Regier et al., 2007; Rosch Heider,
1972; Webster et al., 2002). These additional findings
highlight the importance of controlling saturation and
chroma in color naming research and of reproducing
cross-cultural patterns that have been found with
maximally saturated Munsell chips.

Mixture of unique hues

The observation that some intermediate hues can
reach higher levels of visible saturation than unique
hues has still further implications for the concept of
unique hues. According to the original idea of unique
hues, the opponent color pairs (red–green, blue–yellow,
and black–white) constitute the poles of the three axes
of a color appearance space that defines all apparent
colors. The idea of such a space is illustrated by Figure
13a (cf. figure 2 in Jameson, 2010; figure 2a in Valberg,
2001). This idea is implemented, for example, in the
Natural Color System (Hård, Sivik, & Tonnquist,
1996). In this space, the mixture of chromatic and
achromatic unique hues, either along the hue circle
(solid circle in Figure 13a) or in chromaticity (dotted
lines in Figure 13a) cannot produce an intermediate
color with a higher saturation (e.g., the purple disk in

Figure 12. Discriminable saturation and ‘‘focality’’ in the WCS.

Data points in this figure correspond to 36 maximally

saturated Munsell chips, which is a subset of the stimuli used

in the WCS (for details on the identification of these Munsell

chips see main text). Panel a compares prototype choices

(‘‘focality’’) in the WCS (black curve, left black axis) and

discriminable saturation (red curve) across hues. The x-axis

represents hue as CIELUV azimuth in degree. The symbols

along the x-axis indicate typical hues: diamonds correspond to

our measurements of typical and unique hues, upper-tip

triangles to those of Berlin and Kay (cf. figure 2 in Regier et al.,

2005) and lower-tip triangles to those of Olkkonen et al. (2010,

figure 8). Panel b provides a scatterplot that illustrates the

correlation between WCS focality and discriminable satura-

tion. Supplementary Figure S10 provides corresponding

graphics for saturation measured as Munsell Chroma, CIELUV,

and CIELAB radius. Note that the maxima of the Munsell chips

(red curve in panel a) roughly coincide with the peaks of

prototype choices (black curve), resulting in a correlation

between the curves (panel b).
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Figure 13a) than the respective unique hues (e.g., the
red and blue disks in Figure 13a).

Figure 13b reproduces the results from Figure 10 in
Cartesian coordinates. Hues have been rotated so that
the unique hues constitute the four cardinal directions
of a color-opponent space. In contrast to Figure 10, the
data of Figure 13b are based on the JND averages
across observers (red curve in Supplementary Figure
S6c). In order to discount for local variations, the
aggregated JNDs have been smoothed across hues with
a second-order polynomial function (cf. Supplementary
Figure S9). Because lightness was the same for unique
red and unique green (L*¼ 50) but different for unique
yellow (L* ¼ 76) and blue (L* ¼ 60), the plane of the
unique hue axes in Figure 13b does not correspond to a
plane in CIELUV, but is slanted around the green–red
axis when lightness is represented by L*.

According to our estimations of visible saturation,
hues on this plane in Figure 13b do not form a circle
like the one shown in the ideal model of Figure 13a.
Most importantly, bluish red, reddish yellow, and
bluish green show local protrusions in visible satura-
tion. These are difficult to obtain through simple
mixtures, i.e., direct linear or polar transitions
between two adjacent unique hues. Other transitions
are theoretically possible for reddish yellow and bluish
green because their visible saturation is smaller than
the visible saturation of at least one of the adjacent
unique hues (i.e., red and blue, respectively). However,
the visible saturation of bluish red is higher than both
the visible saturation of unique red and of unique
blue. Unique black and white may desaturate colors
and produce all the colors with lower saturation than
unique red, yellow, green, and blue. However,
intermediate colors with a higher visible saturation
than maximally saturated unique hues cannot result
from a mixture of unique hues in such a simple color
opponent space. One may wonder where this addi-
tional bit of saturation comes from given that unique
hues cannot have such a high level of visible
saturation.

This observation undermines the idea that all
intermediate colors may be produced by mixing
unique hues. It joins those studies that questioned the
elementary nature of unique hues in color mixture and

Figure 13. Unique hues and saturation. Panel a illustrates an

ideal representation of color appearance (cf. figure 2a in

Valberg, 2001). The gray disc in the center represents

achromatic (i.e., neutral) gray. Pure red (R), yellow (Y), green

(G), and blue (B) correspond to unique, unmixed hues, and the

radius, i.e., the distance from neutral gray (N), indicates

perceived saturation. The black circle illustrates mixtures of red,

yellow, green, and blue at maximum saturation; the dotted

square represents mixtures of maximally saturated unique hues

in chromaticity. The purple disk illustrates the idea of a mixture

between blue and red (BR) that is more saturated than the

maximal saturation of blue and red and, hence, is located

outside the black circle. Panel b shows such an opponent space

constructed based on our measurements of discriminable

saturation. CIELUV hues are rotated so that the axes of this

space coincide with unique hues. The distance to the origin

reflects the discriminable saturation (Figure 10), calculated

�

 
based on aggregated JNDs and smoothened with a polynomial

fit. The four unique hues and, hence, the four cardinal directions

have different lightness levels (L*) in CIELUV. The colored curves

indicate visible saturation, i.e., the maximum possible discrim-

inable saturation for the respective hue directions. Note that

the four unique hues do not lie on a circle and that

intermediate hues (bluish red, reddish yellow, bluish green)

have larger visible saturation than would be compatible with a

simple transition between unique hues.
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color appearance (Bosten & Boehm, 2014; Bosten &
Lawrance-Owen, 2014; Wool et al., 2015). In this
light, it seems particularly important to account for
the role of saturation in future studies on unique hues
and color appearance (for further discussion, see
Witzel, 2018b).

Conclusion

We investigated whether the typical and unique red,
yellow, green, and blue are the most colorful colors. We
defined colorfulness as ‘‘discriminable saturation,’’
based on measurements of discrimination thresholds
(JNDs). The evidence from both experiments contra-
dicted this idea. A companion study (Witzel &
Franklin, 2014) assessed subjective saturation and
refuted the idea that typical and unique hues subjec-
tively appear to be more saturated than intermediate
hues. Because prototypes do not feature particularly
high levels of chroma and saturation, the high chroma
around typical red, yellow, green, and blue in the
Munsell system does not reflect a particularity of the
visual system, but simply a peculiarity of the Munsell
system. Previous observations in support of the
‘‘focality’’ of typical and unique red, yellow, green, and
blue found with maximally saturated Munsell might
well be an artifact of the particular stimulus choice. Our
findings also raise the question of how unique hues can
be mixed to produce the color appearance of all other
perceivable colors given that they cannot attain the
degree of colorfulness of many intermediate (non-
unique) hues. Finally, we also observed a discrepancy
between our measures of discriminable and subjective
saturation. The rich data set of saturation measures
provided in this study may help to further evaluate and
improve color spaces and to clarify the relationship
between discrimination and subjective appearance of
colorfulness in future studies (data available on https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3566505).

Keywords: color categorization, color discrimination,
color naming, color vision, Sapir–Whorf hypothesis,
saturation, unique hues
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Lightness and hue (Preliminary measurements)
Method
CIELUV & DKL (Fig S1)

Figure S1. Hue circle in CIELUV-space. X- and y-axis
correspond to u* (red-green) and v* (blue-yellow). The colored
circle shows the CIELUV hue circle at L* = 76 with a radius of 50
as used for stimulus sampling when investigating yellow. The
thick grey-and-white lines correspond to the L-M and the (L+M)-
S axis of DKL-space. Black and white segments correspond to
equal steps along these axes in DKL-space. Note that the grey
and white segments are almost constant along the two axes,
indicating a simple, almost linear relationship between the
isoluminant plane in CIELUV and in cone-opponent DKL-space
(see Discussion of main experiments).

Results
Unique hues across saturation (Tab S1)

Table S1. Effect of saturation on unique hue measurements.
Averages and t-tests of the correlation coefficients were
calculated with their Fisher transforms. Average Fisher
transforms were then converted back to produce average
correlation coefficients (Æ corr). P-values: * p<0.05 (significant);
° p<0.1 (almost significant); ns = not significant.

Category Æ corr df T p Sig
Red 0.06 20 0.04 0.97 ns

Yellow -0.18 17 -0.8 0.46 ns
Green 0.11 20 0.8 0.46 ns
Blue 0.40 17 2.0 0.06 °

Typical and unique hues (Tab S2)

Table S2. Comparison between typical and unique hues. Results
from independent t-tests; t = t-values; p = probability p; p-values:
* p<0.05 (significant); ° p<0.1 (almost significant); ns = not
significant.

Category ÆTyp ÆUnique df t p sig
Red 17.5 7.9 29 2.5 0.02 *

Yellow 77.8 79.7 38 -0.9 0.38 ns
Green 130.6 136.9 31 -2.1 0.049 *
Blue 227.3 224.8 24 0.61 0.55 ns

Skipped trials in prototype adjustments (Tab S3)

Table S3. Skipped trials in prototype adjustments. Columns: L* = lightness in CIELUV, N = number of participants; trials = total number
of trials. Under each category (Pi = pink…Br = brown) the relative frequency of skipped trials is given. For comparison, results for non-
typical lightness levels are shown on a grey background.

L* N trials Pi R O Y G B Pu Br
76 20 257 0 91% 0 0 0 0 <1% 89%
60 8 110 0 64% 0 55% 0 0 0 35%
50 12 150 27% 25% 21% 73% <1% <1% <1% 17%
38 3 30 100% 43% 100% 97% 0 0 0 0
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Individual measurements (Fig S2)

Figure S2. Individual measurements of unique hues, category prototypes and boundaries. The x-axis corresponds to hue (u*v* azimuth
in deg), each row along the y-axis to one participant. Triangles with lower tip indicate average prototype, those with upper tip average
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unique hue adjustments. Panels a, b, and c show data at the typical lightness of yellow (L* = 76), blue (60), red and green (50), and
brown, i.e. “extra dark” (38). Note the interindividual variation in category prototypes and boundaries.

Global peaks of saturation (Experiment 1)
Data (Experiment 1)
Staircases (Fig S3)

Figure S3. Illustrations of staircases. Each curve corresponds to the responses within a staircase. The horizontal grey line indicates the
chroma of the test-color. Examples are taken from measurements of typical yellow (75.8 deg) with observers cw. The x-axes represent
the numbers of trials, the y-axes CIELUV chroma. Black and red curves show responses for staircases that started above and below
threshold (according to the preliminary matching), respectively. The first panel illustrates detection thresholds, i.e. with a test chroma of
zero. There are only measurements with comparison chroma higher than test chroma because chroma lower than test chroma would
correspond to another hue direction. The last panel shows to the measurements with the highest chroma achievable within monitor
gamut. There are only measurements with comparison chroma lower than test chroma because higher comparison chroma would be
out of gamut. The other samples are some examples in between the two extremes. Each of them features four staircases: An above
and below threshold staircase for chroma below and above the test chroma.
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Extrapolation of JNDs (Fig S4-5)

Figure S4. JNDs for observer cw in Experiment 1. Format as in
Figure 5 of the main article. Apart from typical yellow (panel e)
JNDs followed a clear linear trend. Comparing the data for
typical yellow to the measurements of typical yellow in other
observers shows that the deviation from linearity is probably due
to measurement noise.

Figure S5. JNDs of 5 observers for the yellow stimulus set. Each
row corresponds to one observer. Apart from that, format as in
Figure 5 and Figure S4. The data from participant m0 (panels j-l)
was excluded from the main analyses because of green-red
color deficiencies. However, his data showed the same linear
trend as the data of the other participants. Observer m1
participated in only two sessions, resulting in only six JNDs (3
per session).
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Aggregated data (Tab S4)

Table S4. Aggregated data. Azi = Azimuth in degree, JND0 =
detection threshold, WF = Weber Fraction, Max = maximum
CIELUV radius, VG = visual gamut, VisSat = Visible saturation in
numbers of JNDs. Note that average specifications are provided
in the table, but values for each individual observers were used
in the calculations. The Weber fractions (WF) and numbers of
JNDs (JNDs) correspond to the bars in Figure 6 and Figure 7 of
the main article.

Hue Azi Jnd0 WF Max VG VisSat
RED (L* = 50)

R – Pi 354 2.21 0.0830 104 221 28.14
Typical 13 1.93 0.0952 ~ 170 25.67
R – O 24 2.05 0.1132 ~ 118 19.12

YELLOW (L* = 76)
Y – O 62 1.58 0.1378 90 112 18.16

Typical 78 2.00 0.1202 ~ 105 17.41
Y – G 92 1.73 0.1529 ~ 107 15.98

GREEN (L* = 50)
G – Y 74 2.62 0.1570 55 62 10.66

Typical 134 2.20 0.1636 ~ 102 13.92
G – B 190 1.93 0.1199 ~ 128 19.14

BLUE (L* = 60)
B – G 183 1.05 0.1638 57 147 21.12

Typical 230 1.57 0.1099 ~ 165 23.70
B – Pu 257 2.31 0.0704 ~ 235 32.37

Statistics
RM-ANOVAs across hue (Tab S5)

Table S5. Repeated measures analyses of variance across hue.
Df1, df2 = degrees of freedom. F = F statistic, p = probability,
significance (sig): *** < 0.001; ** < 0.01; * p < 0.05 (significant); °
p<0.1 (almost significant); ns = not significant.

Category df1 df2 F p sig
Weber fractions

Red 2 10 2.1 0.17 ns
Yellow 2 14 4.1 0.04 *
Green 2 10 2.4 0.14 ns
Blue 2 12 17.7 <0.001 ***

Visible saturation
Red 2 10 12.8 0.002 **

Yellow 2 14 5.8 0.014 *
Green 2 10 23.8 <0.001 ***
Blue 2 12 7.2 0.009 **

T-tests across hue (Tab S6)

Table S6. T-tests across hue. Mp and Mb refer to the mean
Weber fraction for prototypes and boundaries, respectively.
Boundaries: R-Pi = Red-Pink, R-O = Red-Orange,… B-Pu =
Blue-Purple. “bnds” = difference between the two boundary
colors. P-values: *** <0.0005; ** < 0.005; * p <0.025 (significant);
° p<0.05 (almost significant); ns = not significant. Significance
level has been Bonferroni-corrected for two tests.

Boundary Mp - Mb df t p sig
Weber Fractions

R R – Pi 0.10-0.08 5 1.5 0.18 ns
R – O 0.10-0.11 5 -0.9 0.41 ns

Y Y – O 0.12-0.14 7 -1.6 0.15 ns
Y – G 0.12-0.15 7 -4.8 0.002 **

G G – Y 0.16-0.16 5 0.3 0.77 ns
G – B 0.16-0.12 5 1.8 0.13 ns

B B – G 0.11-0.16 6 -3.0 0.02496 *
B – Pu 0.11-0.07 6 3.4 0.02 *

Visible saturation
R R – Pi 25.7-28.1 5 -1.2 0.28 ns

R – O 25.7-19.1 5 2.9 0.03 °
Y Y – O 17.4-18.2 7 -1.0 0.34 ns

Y – G 17.4-16.0 7 4.3 0.004 **
G G – Y 13.9-10.7 5 2.8 0.04 °

G – B 13.9 -19.1 5 -3.8 0.01 *
B B – G 23.7-21.1 6 1.4 0.21 ns

B – Pu 23.7-32.4 6 -2.2 0.07 ns
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Local peaks of saturation (Experiment 2)
Code
Implementation of Weber-Fechner-law
The function weberfechner has been used to calculate sensitivity (Weber fractions) and descriminable saturation.
function [percI2, wf, jnds2, percI1] = weberfechner(S1, jnd, jnd0, S2)
% Function to apply the Weber-Fechner law.
% INPUT -------------------------------------------------------------------
% S1    = stimuli/intensity corresponding to jnd
% jnd   = jnd for difference threshold(s) (also differential threshold)
% jnd0  = detection threshold / absolute threshold / intercept in TVI plot
% S2    = stimuli for which perceived intensity and JNDs will be estimated.
% OUTPUT ------------------------------------------------------------------
% percI2    = perceived intensity of S2
% wf        = Weber Fraction
% jnds2     = JNDs at S2
% percI1    = perceived intensity of S1
% GENEALOGY ---------------------------------------------------------------
% 2019.10.21 prepared by C.Witzel for SupMat of Witzel et al. (JoV 2019)

if nargin < 4
    S2 = S1;
end

% WEBER -------------------------------------------------------------------
[wf,jnds2] = weber(S1, jnd, jnd0, S2);

% FECHNER -----------------------------------------------------------------
percI1  = fechner(S1,wf,jnd0);
percI2  = fechner(S2,wf,jnd0);

%% ***************************** SUBFUNCTIONS *****************************

%% fechner
function percI = fechner(S,k,jnd0)
percI = 1./k .* log(k.*S + jnd0) - log(jnd0)./k;

%% weber
function [k,jnds2] = weber(S, jnd, jnd0, S2)
k = (jnd-jnd0)./S; % Weber fraction (slope)
if nargin == 4
    jnds2 = jnd0 + k.*S2;
else
    jnds2 = NaN;
end

Examples

The example illustrates how to use the weberfechner function and the data from Table 7. The first example calculates visible
saturation based on the CIELUV chroma of the visible gamut (VisGam); the output wf and VisSat corresponds to the red curves
in Figure S6b-c. The second example converts adjustments of subjective saturation in CIELUV to discriminable saturation
(number of JNDs); the output SubSat2 corresponds to the red curve in Figure S6d.

[VisSat, wf]  = weberfechner(Chr, jnd, jnd0, VisGam);
[SubSat2, wf] = weberfechner(Chr, jnd, jnd0, SubSat1);
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Data (Experiment 2)
Aggregated data (Tab S7)

Table S7. Aggregated data from Experiment 2. Test colors in CIELUV are given in the first three columns with L* = lightness; Hue = azimuth;
Chr = chroma/radius; JND0 = Average detection thresholds as CIELUV chroma (radius); Weber Fraction = Weber fractions based on
aggregated JNDs; VisGam = CIELUV chroma of isoluminant spectral colors; VisSat = visible saturation in numbers of JNDs; SubSat =
subjective saturation represented in CIELUV (1) and in numbers of JNDs (2). Subjective saturation is based on the average adjustments of
Witzel & Franklin (2014). Note that the average visible and subjective saturation are calculated based on individual detection thresholds and
Weber Fractions and may hence differ from calculations based on average detection thresholds and Weber Fractions (for details, see Figure
S6). For Excel tables and individual data see https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3566505.

L* Hue Chr JND0 JND Weber Fraction VisGam VisSat SubSat1 SubSat2
RED

50 345 65 1.777057513 9.520151932 0.11912453 217.9 25.3 56.7 13.0
50 350 65 1.773572364 9.470732724 0.118417852 226.6 25.5 59.5 13.4
50 355 65 1.65021814 10.2116272 0.131713985 237.9 25.0 61.6 13.7
50 0 65 1.773430716 9.885794506 0.124805597 252.4 25.5 63.2 13.8
50 5 65 1.720959152 10.01847598 0.127654105 260.3 26.5 65.4 13.9
50 10 65 1.545109056 11.13640857 0.147558454 191.4 22.4 66.1 13.8
50 15 65 1.624277387 9.315221929 0.118322224 152.3 23.4 66.2 13.7
50 20 65 1.697749658 9.873424435 0.125779612 127.3 20.1 66.1 13.5
50 25 65 1.926791814 11.48946635 0.14711807 110.0 17.9 65.4 13.2
50 30 65 1.931466748 9.987972078 0.123946236 97.6 17.4 66.8 13.1

YELLOW
76 45 70 2.513710762 11.0292657 0.121650785 132.1 17.3 53.4 10.6
76 50 70 2.564527081 10.27052633 0.110085704 124.6 17.6 57.3 11.0
76 55 70 2.689990796 10.45029857 0.11086154 118.6 16.5 59.9 11.2
76 60 70 2.826278112 10.97163446 0.116362234 114.2 15.8 61.7 11.1
76 65 70 2.813889877 10.35881844 0.107784694 110.8 15.8 66.1 11.3
76 70 70 3.084144773 10.9154045 0.111875139 108.4 15.1 69.2 11.3
76 75 70 3.099854137 11.17474151 0.115355534 106.9 14.7 70.9 11.0
76 80 70 3.435329496 11.92735631 0.121314669 106.2 13.5 73.0 10.8
76 85 70 3.601766084 12.30318508 0.124305986 106.4 12.8 70.9 10.1
76 90 70 3.530487517 12.73192711 0.131449137 107.4 12.7 68.6 9.4

GREEN
50 90 35 3.568565691 9.594615739 0.172172859 61.4 8.5 38.1 5.8
50 100 35 4.172349618 9.144820552 0.142070598 64.1 8.4 41.7 6.4
50 110 35 3.80761861 8.819235756 0.143189061 69.1 9.4 37.7 6.1
50 120 35 3.651800942 9.114895286 0.15608841 77.5 9.8 35.5 6.1
50 130 35 3.177963962 8.608656302 0.155162638 91.1 11.7 34.8 6.2
50 140 35 3.196826684 8.478231885 0.150897291 113.4 13.1 33.5 6.3
50 150 35 2.570697188 8.341434976 0.164878223 142.0 15.0 31.9 6.3
50 160 35 2.580997195 8.466392076 0.168154139 144.3 14.3 30.8 6.4
50 170 35 2.48992303 8.660729497 0.176308756 136.4 14.0 29.7 6.6
50 180 35 2.361290842 7.997251134 0.161027437 129.7 15.3 28.6 6.8

BLUE
60 180 40 1.27540766 10.67640556 0.235024947 145.7 15.2 32.7 8.4
60 190 40 1.256928602 8.839793009 0.18957161 141.2 16.9 33.7 9.0
60 200 40 1.354891892 8.740607073 0.18464288 140.2 17.0 35.0 9.6
60 210 40 1.225262439 8.462493992 0.180930789 142.9 18.0 34.8 9.7
60 220 40 1.571031995 8.871728859 0.182517422 149.6 17.1 37.5 9.9
60 230 40 1.88509184 7.602498771 0.142935173 160.8 18.7 38.9 9.7
60 240 40 1.834575372 7.800363487 0.149144703 178.6 19.3 41.8 9.5
60 250 40 2.049187573 8.705432622 0.166406126 206.2 18.6 42.4 8.9
60 260 40 2.403720407 9.133166457 0.168236151 247.7 18.5 42.5 8.2
60 270 40 3.025433426 9.539273707 0.162846007 303.7 18.4 40.1 7.1
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Illustration of data and code (Fig S6)

Figure S6. Illustration of data and code. Panel a shows the average detection (JND0) and discrimination thresholds (JND) from Table S7. The
black and white curves correspond to those in Figure 8 of the main article. Panel b illustrates Weber Fractions. The black curves correspond to
Weber fractions averaged across individual observers and are the same as in Figure 9 of the main article. The Weber Fractions can be
reproduced using the Code for the weberfechner function with the average thresholds of Table S7 (JNDs0 and JNDs) as input. The thin red
curve corresponds to the second output (wf) of the above examples of Code. The black curve in panel c corresponds to the visible saturation in
Table S7 and Figure 10. The data for the red curve is calculated based on average thresholds (JNDs0 and JNDs) as outputted (VisSat) by the
first example of Code. Panel d shows subjective saturation represented as discriminable saturation (number of JNDs). The black curve is based
on a polynomial fit for detection (JND0) and discrimination thresholds (JND) and corresponds to the data in Table S7 and Figure 11. The red
curve is calculated based on the average thresholds in Table S7 (JND0 and JND), and corresponds to the output (SubSat2) of the second
example of Code.
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Statistics (Experiment 2)
Global trends across hue (Tab S8)

Table S8. Global trends: Correlations across hue (Exp. 2). P-
values: *** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05 (significant); ° p<0.1
(almost significant); ns = not significant.

Category r df p sig
Detection thresholds (JND0)

Red 0.30 8 0.39 ns
Yellow 0.98 8 <0.001 ***
Green -0.93 8 <0.001 ***
Blue 0.92 8 <0.001 ***

JND
Red 0.42 8 0.23 ns

Yellow 0.83 8 0.003 **
Green -0.87 8 <0.001 ***
Blue -0.25 8 0.49 ns

Weber fractions
Red 0.36 8 0.30 ns

Yellow 0.59 8 0.07 °
Green 0.45 8 0.19 ns
Blue -0.73 8 0.02 *

Visible saturation
Red -0.88 8 <0.001 ***

Yellow -0.98 8 <0.001 ***
Green 0.95 8 <0.001 ***
Blue 0.81 8 0.005 **

RM-ANOVAs across hue (Tab S9)

Table S9. Repeated measures analyses of variance (RM-
ANOVAs) with factor hue in Experiment 2. Format is as in Table
S4.

Category df1 df2 F p sig
Weber fractions

Red 9 198 2.1 0.03 *
Yellow 9 171 1.1 0.37 ns
Green 9 171 1.0 0.42 ns
Blue 9 171 7.0 <0.001 ***

Visible saturation
Red 9 198 14.5 <0.001 ***
Yellow 9 171 13.4 <0.001 ***
Green 9 171 39.7 <0.001 ***
Blue 9 171 4.0 <0.001 ***

Locality tests (Tab S10, Fig S7-8)

Table S10. Locality tests (Exp. 2). M = mean difference of Weber
fractions and visible saturation for typical and unique hues from the
regression lines. Positive differences indicate that results for typical
and unique hues were above, negative values that they were
below the regression line. # = Number of observers with
differences below (< 0) and above (> 0) zero (cf. Figures S6-7).

Category M df t p # < 0 # > 0
Weber Fractions

Red 0.002 22 0.2 0.82 12 11
Yellow -0.003 19 -0.4 0.67 14 6
Green -0.02 19 -1.5 0.16 12 8
Blue -0.01 19 -1.2 0.24 16 4

Visible Saturation
Red 0.5 22 0.5 0.61 9 14
Yellow 0.2 19 0.6 0.52 9 11
Green 0.8 19 1.7 0.10 9 11
Blue 0.1 19 0.2 0.85 8 12
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Figure S7. Locality tests for Weber fractions. Detailed statistics are provided in Table S10. Circles represent differences of (interpolated)
Weber fractions at combined typical and unique hues from the regression line for Weber fractions across hues. Black circles are data for
individual observers; big red circles are average differences. The vertical black line indicates average combined typical and unique hue; the
horizontal red dotted line highlights the difference of zero.

Figure S8. Locality tests for visible saturation. Detailed statistics are provided in Table S10. Format is as in Figure S7.
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Discussion (Experiment 2)
Polynomial fit (Figure S9)

Figure S9. Polynomial Fit. “Data” (black curve) are the JNDs averaged across observers. “Fit” is the fit of these JNDs by a second-order
polynomial.  Axes are as in Figure 9 of the main article.
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Maximally saturated Munsell Chips (Figure S10)

Figure S10. Saturation and focality in the World Color Survey (WCS). The graphics show the same kind of correlations as Figure 12.b. The
only difference is that in Figure 12 saturation was determined in terms of empirically measured discriminable saturation; here saturation is
measured through Munsell Chroma (panel a-b), CIELUV radius (panel c-d), and CIELAB radius (panel e-f). Note that these measures of
saturation also produce significant positive correlations between saturation and prototype choices (“focality”) in the World Color Survey.
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